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The tafkheem letter
has a fetha on it.

The tafkheem letter
has a dhamma on it.

The tafkheem letter
has a kesrah on it.

1

2

3

Example

If the tafkheem letter has a sukoon on it,
then its level of tafkheem takes the level of
the vowel on the letter before.

Rule

Level

One school of thought
Three levels of tafkheem

Weakest
tafkheem
level

Strongest
tafkheem
level

Rule
The tafkheem letter has
a fetha on it followed by
a long alif.
The tafkheem letter has
a fetha on it.
The tafkheem letter has
a dhamma on it.
The tafkheem letter has
a sukoon on it.
The tafkheem letter has
a kesrah on it.

Level
1

2
3

4

5

Other school of thought
Five levels of tafkheem

LEVELS OF TAFKHEEM

Example
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Exercise 1
Letters with tafkheem always
(A)
The Arabic alphabet is divided into 3 sections in terms of tarqeeq and tafkheem. The letters
that always have tafkheem are …………. The strength of tafkheem depends on the number
of strong ………… a letter has. The tafkheem letters have the two characteristics ………….
And ………….. All the letters have the characteristic …………… but not all have the characteristic ……………….. Those with ………… are stronger with tafkheem than those without it. The letter that has the strongest tafkheem is …………… because it has ……………..
While the letter that has thee weakest tafkheem is …………………. Because it only has
………… and not ……………

(B)
1) Give the definition of the following words:
Tafkheem
Tarqeeq
2) Describe how you would make a tafkheem letter mufakham.
3) Why do the letters of istiala have different levels of tafkheem?
(C)
The tafkheem letters do not all have the same degree of tafkheem. Put the following letters in
the order of the strength of their tafkheem:

ظ

ق

ط

غ

ع

Weakest

ص

خ

Strongest

Put the above letters in the correct circle of characteristics:
idbaaq
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al-isti’ala
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The kesrah must be conditional (this is in hamzah
al-wasl)

ْر

be the letter

ي

The sakin letter must NOT

رْ رْ َر

LETTER

ْر
Followed by isti’ala letter not
having a kesrah on it

ُرْ رْ ر

ر

THE TAFKHEEM OF THE
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THE LETTER

ر

TAFKHEEM OF

AND

THE TARQEEQ

ِر

ْر

ْر

ر

ْير

ONLY 2

SURAH

SURAH
AND

AND

SURAH

WORDS IN QURAN WHEN STOPPING ON THEM:

WORD IN QURAN.

TAFKHEEM OR TARQEEQ WHEN CONTINUING TO READ ONLY.
WHEN STOPPING AT THE WORD IT IS TAFKHEEM. ONLY ONE

ْرْ ر

Isti’ala letter
WITH sukoon

Isti’ala letter
WITH kesrah

No Isti’ala letter

LETTER

THE TARQEEQ OF THE
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Exercise 2
(tafkheem and tarqeeq)

Put ( √ ) or ( X ) in front of the following sentences, correcting those sentences
that are wrong:
(1) The letters of al-isti’ala are

.

(

)

(2) The letters that have tafkheem all the time are all of the same degree of tafkheem
( )
(3) The letters that have strong characteristics have stronger tafkheem

(

)

(4) The letters of idbaaq are stronger in tafkheem than al-isti’ala letters

(

)

(

)

(

)

(5) The ranking of al-isti’ala letters from strongest to weakest is

(6) There are 2 schools of thought in terms of the levels of tafkheem.

(7) One school of thought’s levels of tafkheem is: the tafkheem letter has a fetha,
then the tafkheem has a dhamaa and the weakest being the tafkheem letters
has a kesrah.
( )
(8) The school of thought that has 3 levels of tafkheem considers the tafkheem
letter with a sukoon follows the strength of the vowel on the letter before it.
(

)

(9) The school of thought with five levels of tafkheem says:
Level 1 – the tafkheem letter has a fetha followed by a long alif.
Level 2 - the tafkheem letter has a fetha and not followed by an alif.
Level 3 - the tafkheem letter has a dhamma followed by a waw.
Level 4 - the tafkheem letter has a kesrah followed by a yaa.
Level 5 - the tafkheem letters has a sukoon.
(

)

Question 2:
Mention one difference between the three tafkheem levels school of thought
and the 5 levels school of thought. Provide an example for the difference you
have mentioned above.
Question 3:
What does tafkheem and tarqeeq mean?
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Exercise 3
(tafkheem and tarqeeq)

Question One:
Explain why:
(a) The letter with the strongest level of tafkheem is
weakest level of tafkheem is

and the letter with the

.

(b) A mufakhem letter is pronounced with tafkheem more with a dhammah on it than
with a kesrah?

Question 2:
Give the levels of tafkheem for both schools of thought for the following words:

Question 3:

In which level of tafkheem are these letters:
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Exercise 3 Cont….
(tafkheem and tarqeeq)

Question 4:

What is the rules of the letter raa on the following words when stopping and when continuing recitation:
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Exercise 4
(tafkheem and tarqeeq)
Question One:
What is wrong with the following statements?
(a) The letters of the alphabet are divided into three types on the basis of tafkheem
and tarqeeq.
(i) Letters which are always pronounced with tafkheem such as
(ii) Letters which are always pronounced with tarqeeq because they have the
quality of Isti'alaa such as
(iii) Letters which are pronounced either with tafkheem or tarqeeq according
to the accompanying letters such as
(b) Tafkheem means to fatten the letter, and fill your mouth with air. There are 8
letters which are always pronounced with tafkheem.
(c) The letters (

) are the letters of tarqeeq. With the طbeing the

pronounced with the most degree of tafkheem.
(d) The lamm in the named of Allah in the following example is pronounced with tafkheem

.

(e) The alif in a word is pronounced with tafkheem or tarqeeq depending on the letter before and after it. If The letter before or after it is one of the tafkheem
letters then it follows in the level of tafkeem. Otherwise it is pronounced with
tarqeeq.

Question Two:
Open the Quran on surah Qamar.
Give examples of raa that is pronounced with tafkheem always and say the reason.
Give examples of raa that is pronounced with tarqeeq always and say the reason.
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Exercise 4 Cont...
(tafkheem and tarqeeq)

Question three:
For the following examples, write:
(a) Which letter is being pronounced with tafkheem.
(b) Why is it pronounced with tafkheem.
(c) Which level of tafkheem is it.
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ِّد انبَّدَل
ُ َم
The Exchange Medd
Definition: It occurs when a hamza proceeds a medd letter in the same word AND a hamza
does not come after the medd letter AND no sukoon comes after the medd either.
For example:

It is called : Badal because a hamza has been exchanged for a medd. For example:

The first hamza remained unchanged.
The second hamza was exchanged for
a medd of the same type as the vowel
on the first hamza.
The first hamza remained unchanged.
The second hamza was exchanged for
a medd of the same type as the vowel
on the first hamza.
The first hamza remained unchanged.
The second hamza was exchanged for
a medd of the same type as the vowel
on the first hamza.

Ruling: This medd is lengthened 2 counts only. Most of the scholars read it with 2 counts,
but one scholar read it with 2, 4 and 6 counts. Therefore its ruling is allowed.

NOTE: There are other words that follow the same ruling and definition as

but

did not have an original form where the hamza was exchanged for a medd.
For example:

© GardensofAabic.com
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It is observed ONLY when BEGINNING with the word
For example:
How to begin with such words :
1)
2)

Put a kesrah on the
1st hamza.
Change 2nd hamza
to a ٌ .

1)
Look at the
vowel on
the 3rd
letter

It is Kesrah/
Fetha/non
original
dhamma

Put a kesrah on the
1st hamza.
Change 2nd hamza
to a ٌ .

2)

It is an
original
dhamma

It is observed when
continuing and when
stopping

It is observed when stopping
but NOT WHEN
CONTINUING
For example:

For example:

َمّدُ ال َبّدَل
Reason: The hamza followed
by the medd is at the end of the
word. If we stopped at
it is

Has 4 states in
terms of when it is
observed
Reason: The hamza followed by the medd is either
in the middle of the word or
at beginning of the word.

ٓجبٓءُو
َ

. If we

continued to read then the next
word begins with a hamza.
is then overtaken by
because it is

It is observed when continuing but NOT WHEN
STOPPING
For example:

Reason: The hamza followed by the medd is at the end of the
word. Hence when stopping at these words, another medd
occurs called
because
© GardensofAabic.com

and it overtakes
is stronger than

.
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Exercise 5
(Medd Al-Badal)

Question 1: Put ( √ ) or ( X ) in front of the following sentences, correcting those
sentences that are wrong:
1)

in the words

,

and

is observed when

continuing and when stopping.
2)

in

is observed when beginning with the word ONLY.

3) This word

has

and is read as .

4) The conditions of

are that a hamza proceeds a medd letter in between

two word AND a hamza does not come after the medd letter AND not stopping
at the word.
5) When reading a word beginning with then a hamza with sukoon, look at the 3rd
letter, if it has a kesrah or fetha then read the

with a kesrah and change the

.

2nd hamza to a

6) The medd between the words

is observed because a hamza occurs

after the medd letter.
7) The

in the word

the word because
8) The word

changes to
is weaker.

is read as

9) The ruling on

when stopping at

is

because it has a

at the beginning.

because one of the recitors stretched it to more

than 2 counts.
10)

is an example of

11)

is an example of

.
and is observed when continuing and when

stopping.
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Exercise 6
(Medd Al-Badal)

Question One:
Explain why these words have البذل
to the state they are written in:

هذand show their original form before they became

Question Two:
Underline the words that have

هذ البذلthen explain when it is observed in these words:

Question Three:
Complete the following sentences:
(1) Medd al-badal is ………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(2) The ruling on medd al-badal is………………. And it is …….. counts.
(3) It is called badal is because………………………………………………………………………………….
(4) Medd al-badal has 4 states in terms of it being observed and they are :
a) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… E.g……………
b) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… E.g……………
c) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… E.g……………
d) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
© GardensofAabic.com
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ب انمُ َتّصِم
ُ ِانمَّدُ انواج
The Required Attached Medd
Definition: It occurs when a medd letter occurs before a hamza.

For example:

It is called : wajib (required) as all readers agree it must be lengthened but differed on how long it
needed to be lengthened.
Attached because the hamza is attached to the medd letter in the same word.

Ruling when continuing to read or it occurs in the middle of the word: It can be lengthened 4
counts and it is called

. It can also be lengthened 5 counts and it is called

.

For example:

Ruling when stopping at the word with the hamza being the last letter in the word and before
it a medd letter then it can be lengthened 4, 5 or 6 counts. 6 counts is called

.

For example:
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Exercise 7
(Medd Al-Badal, Mutasil, Ewadh, Silah sughra, natural)

Question One:
Read the following ayaat
Write all the words that have a medd on them
Say which type of medd the word has :

مَّدُ العِوَض مَّدُ البَّدَل المَّدُ الواجِبُ المُّتَّصِل

مَّدُ الّصِلَةُ الّصُغرى

المَّدُ الّطَبيعي

How many counts do we say when continuing reading;
How many counts do we say when stopping at the word.

Question Two:
(a) What does the following words mean:
(b) What does

mean?

Question Three:
Explain why the following types of medd exist:

© GardensofAabic.com
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انمَّدُ انجائِز انمُنفَّصِم
The Allowed Separated Medd
Definition: It occurs when a medd letter is at the end of one word and the next word begins with a
hamza.

For example:

It is called : Ja’zz (allowed) some readers read it with a short count of 2 and others lengthened it.
BUT since we are reading the Quran according to the حفض عن عبطن هن طزَك الشبطبُة
where this medd was lengthened, it is NOT permissible to shorten it. This medd must
be lengthened when we read it.
Separated because the hamza is in one word and the medd letter is in the next word.
So the hamza and the medd letter are in two separate words that are next to each
other.

Ruling when continuing to read only: It is lengthened with

count or

When stopping at the word that has the medd letter: the reader stops with a

.
and

its lengthened 2 counts. This is because the reason for the existence of the medd is the presence of
the hamza in the next word and this reason is dropped.
NOTE: (1) the  هبand  َبin the words
)2( If in the same ayah there is

and

The Greater Connecting Lengthening medd (

)

Voweled
Not stopping

Voweled

hamza

This medd follows  الوذ الجبئز الونفظلin vowel counts.
For example:
© GardensofAabic.com
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Exercise 8
(Medd Faree, natural, mutasil)

Put ( √ ) or ( X ) in front of the following sentences, correcting those sentences that
are wrong:

is always applied when stopping at the word ending with this medd

1.

and when continuing.

(

occurs because of a reason and the word would be correct without

2.
it.
3.

4.

)

is lengthened when continuing to read only.

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

:

The following ayaat all have

5)

(

is an example of

is applied to all words that end with tanween feth and stopping at the

6)

word without exceptions.
(

)

7) One state of هذ البذلis applied when stopping at the word but not when continuing to

.

read, for example:

( )
8)

and

exist because of the presence of hamza in

the word.
9) The letters
© GardensofAabic.com
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are an example of

)
(

)
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1) What is the difference between tafkheem and tarqeeq?
2) What are the letters that are ALWAYS nufakhamah?
3) What do the scholars say about the levels of tafkheem?
4) What letters are sometimes mufkhama and sometimes
murqaqah?
5) What is the ruling on the letter

 لin اهلل

6) Give examples from the Quran of words that have mufakhamah letters in them, and mention the level of tafkheem it is
in.

1) The letter

 رis sometimes said with tafkheem and other times

it is said with tarqeeq.
2) When do we say the letter

 رwith tafkheem? Mention all

the cases when it is said with tafkheem. Then give examples
for each case.
3) When do we say the letter

 رwith tarqeeq? Mention all the

cases when it is said with tarqeeq. Then give examples for
each case.
© GardensofAabic.com
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1) What type of medd exists in the following words:

َلبل
أُوتىا

ض
ٓ ڪٓهُ ٓع

طه

حن

خَىف

إَِوبنًب

رَح َو ٌة

2) Why did the medd exist in each of the above examples?
3) What happens to the medd when continuing to read and when
stopping?

1) What is the difference between

ٍال َو ُذ الطَبُع

ٍال َوذُ الفَزع

2) Give an example for each of the above medd.
3) Why do the following medds exist

َهذُ الظَِل ُة الظُغزي
4) Give exceptions for الظُغزي
5) In order for الظُغزي

َهذُ ال َبذَل

َِهذُ الظَِلة

َه ُذ العِىَع

ِ َهذُ الظَِلةto exist, there are 4

conditions, what are they?
6) Give examples from the Quran of words that have

َهذُ ال َبذَل
© GardensofAabic.com

َهذُ الظَِل ِة الظُغزي

َه ُذ العِىَع
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1) What happens to the medd of the following words when stopping at the word and when continuing:

ٍ۬هَـئبة
إ َن ُه أَنب
ً فُِهِ هُذ
ي

دُعب ًء
َءَا َدم
َخذ
َ َوَلبلُىا ات

ًِأَنۢبِـئُىن
َٱؤۡتُ ِون
ًِنعْ َوة

1
(4
(7

2) What was the name of the medd for each of the above words?

© GardensofAabic.com
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ِض نهِّسُكون
ُ ِانمَّدُ انعار
Lengthening because of presented sukoon
Definition: It occurs when a medd letter is followed by one letter at the end of the word AND we
are stopping at this word with a presented sukoon. In effect it is the natural medd but when stopping at the letter after it.

For example:

It is called : presented sukoon because the sukoon is presented at the end of the word when stopping on it, otherwise there would be no sukoon. The word would have been read with
its vowel had we continued reading.

only exists when stopping at the word.

Ruling when stopping at the word only: It is lengthened 2, 4
counts. Its ruling is

(

)

or 6

(

)

(permitted).

Ruling when continuing : the last letter is read with a vowel, and the medd is lengthened 2
counts. It then becomes the original medd

© GardensofAabic.com
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مَّدُ انهِيه
The Soft Lengthening Medd
Leen Letters:

 ْو...

ي
ْ ...

Definition: It occurs when a leen letter is followed by one letter only in the same word AND we
stop at the word with a presented sukoon.
For example:

differs from all the other medd types because its letters are different to the rest of the
medd types.

letters are

 ْو... ي
ْ ... where as letters of the all other medd types are

 ْو... ي
ْ ...  ْا... .
Ruling when continuing to read only: The leen medd is dropped completely. The leen letters are
lengthened slightly (referred to as

) to apply their characteristics fully and not because a

medd exists.
Ruling when stopping at the word that has

: when the reader stops with a

it can be lengthened 2, 4 or 6 counts.
The difference between

Its Letters
Types of letters

State when continuing

Strength/weakness
© GardensofAabic.com

and

ي و

ي و ا

Leen Letters

Medd Letters

ْو... ْي...

ْو... ْي... ْا...

No medd at all
But leen letters must
lengthened slightly but shorter
than the natural medd.

The medd letters are lengthened 2 counts, the natural
measure of the letter.

Weak

Strong
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When the medds meet in one ayah: the stronger must be lengthened either the same as the weak
one or more. The stronger one is NOT allowed to be lengthened shorter than the weak medd.

Proceeds
If, in the same ayaah,
when stopping at

(the weak medd) appears before

then

it can be lengthened 2 or 4 or 6 and medd

is

lengthened as follows:

If lengthened

Must be lengthened

2 counts

2 or 4 or 6 counts

4 counts

4 or 6 counts

6 counts

6 counts

For example:

If we stopped at
is

then we are stopping at
. Whatever the length we stop at

whereas stopping at
we can stop at

with the same count or MORE.

© GardensofAabic.com
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Proceeds
If, in the same ayaah,

(the strong medd) appears before

when stopping at

then

it can be lengthened 2 or 4 or 6 and medd

is lengthened as follows:
For example:

If we stopped at
is

then we are stopping at

whereas stopping at

. Whatever the length we stop at

we can stop at

with the

same count or LESS.

© GardensofAabic.com

If lengthened

Must be lengthened

2 counts

2 counts

4 counts

2 or 4 counts

6 counts

2 or 4 or 6 counts
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Exercise 10
Medd (sukoon)

Put ( √ ) or ( X ) in front of the following sentences, correcting those sentences that
are wrong:
1.

Medd letters are fetha proceeding yaa sakinah, dhamma proceeding waw sakinah and fetha proceeding alif sakinah
( )

2.

When continuing to read leen medd is lengthened 2 counts

3.

( )

is a medd that occurs when only one letter appears
after a leen letter at the end of a word and stopping at it with a presented sukoon.
( )

4.

When stopping at the words

then at

in the ayaah below we

can stop at the first word with 4 counts and at the second word with 2 counts.
( )
5.

. This means

is stronger than
be stopped at a count the same as

can

or more. (

6. To shorten a medd means to lengthen it 2 or more counts

)

( )

7. The similarities between leen medd and natural medd is that the they are
both read with 2 counts when continuing.
( )
8.

can be lengthened 2, 4, 5 or 6 counts.

9. The ruling for

is

( )

and therefore can be lengthened 2, 4

or 6 counts.

( )

is only applied when stopping at the word and so is
( )

.
11. When continuing
12. The letters of
© GardensofAabic.com
fetha and

proceeded by kesrah.

becomes
are

for example

proceeded by dhamma,

( ).

proceeded by
( )
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Exercise 11
(Hamza mudood, natural mudood)

Medd exists for a reason. What are the reasons? Give examples for each reason.

MEDD
(2)

Fill in the following chart:

ٍالوذ الفزع
E.G.

E.G.

E.G.

ٍالوذ الطبُع
E.G.

E.G.

Follow
the
medd
In the
Ruling of
2 counts

E.G.

E.G.

E.G.
3) What is my name:
(a)

I am lengthened when you stop at the word only.

(b)

I am lengthened when continuing to read only.

(c)

I am lengthened when stopping and when continuing.

(d)

I am lengthened only if there is a hamza after the medd.

(e)

I am lengthened only if there is a hamza before the medd.

(4)

What do the following medd have in common:
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